Abstract. General techniques are described for proving accuracy results for deferred correction solutions to differential equations. These techniques apply also to computational estimates of the local discretization error. The proofs avoid the necessity of demonstrating the existence of asymptotic expansions of the global error in powers of some meshsize parameter.
Our error analysis applies also to computational estimates of local errors since this constitutes the first half of a deferred correction step. Local error estimates by themselves are an important component of adaptive mesh refinement and variable time step strategies.
A major strength of our approach is that it avoids the necessity of demonstrating the existence of asymptotic expansions of the global error in powers of a meshsize parameter h. In the case of ODEs this means that one can drop the somewhat artificial assumption that there exists a function O(t) such that the nth stepsize hn hO(tn_l)+ o(h), and it enables one to justify more easily error estimates for variable order methods. (However, no examples of this are given in this paper.) It is not the involving first order divided differences were used by Lees [24] to prove fourth order convergence for one iteration of deferred correction applied to a difference approximation of the special second order ODE. His proof did not use asymptotic expansions for the global error. More recently Christiansen and Russell [5] have done, for a variable meshsize deferred correction algorithm like that of Lentini and Pereyra, an error analysis which also avoids asymptotic expansions of the global error. In a future paper we plan to provide a restructuring of the proof of Christiansen and Russell based on our theoretical framework. This approach does not shorten the proof, but it does break it down into more manageable pieces and yields still better results.
Norms of divided differences have recently been used by Beyn [1] for ordinary boundary value problems.
In applications to ODEs, best possible results on accuracy order are obtained through the use of the Spijker norm (discussed by Stetter [36, p. 81]). In our work we use divided difference generalizations of the Spijker norm, also used by Stummel [42].
Order of accuracy considerations dominate the error analysis of this paper.
Interesting work along other lines has been done by Hull [22] for local error estimation.
The qualifier "discretization" will usually be omitted in connection with "error", because for the most part the roundott error of floating-point arithmetic and the truncation error of iteration will be neglected.
We follow Lindberg [26] by using formalism like that of Stetter [36, Chapt. 1] for finite difference methods. Although this notation is difficult for those unaccustomed to it, we find it almost indispensable for making general statements about finite difference methods applied to operator equations. In addition, the notation leaves out distracting irrelevant details. In the next few paragraphs we introduce this notation and use it to describe a typical iteration of deferred correction.
We consider a (generally) nonlinear operator equation F(y)= 0 where boundary conditions have been included in F and where the function y is the unique solution. A simple example is the initial value problem for a system of ordinary differential equations ) (1.1) F(z):=\_z,(t)+f(t,z(t)), a<-t<-b By some finite difference method a numerical solution r/= {r/u} is obtained which approximates the restriction of the solution Ay := {y(t)} to some mesh {t} on the domain of y. Each meshpoint t is labelled with a (generally) multidimensional index The basic idea of deferred correction is to compute another improved numerical solution by adding in correction terms computed from the given numerical solution. The computation of requires the use of a method 4, and another mapping 4, which we describe later. For one may use the method by which r/was obtained, in which case certain economies are possible, or one may use another more efficient method of order p >-1. For example, the Euler method for problem (1.1) is given by -'o + , n =0, (1.2) & (r), := (st"-r"-l) +f(t,_, r,_) n I(1)N. 
and with z y ,(Ay). =-() y"(") A. + O(h2).
In sum, a deferred correction has three constituents: the numerical solution r/, the efficient method , and the local error estimator . [26] , in contrast to the more concrete analysis of Frank and Ueberhuber [18] . In 3 we study local error properties of numerical methods in preparation for 4. In particular we look at the "table operator" A* used in Stetter's [36] 
Also, we offer a revision of the property (E) of Stetter [37] . Finally, we discuss the arbitrariness of the form of the finite difference operator b and its impact on the theory.
In 4 we offer an alternative to the general global error estimation theorems of Lindberg [26] . Our theory is placed entirely in the setting of finite dimensional normed linear spaces. This makes it possible to relax the differentiability assumptions and to drop the assumptions on the existence of asymptotic expansions in powers of the meshsize parameter h. Also All the examples in Fox [10] Fox and Goodwin [14] discuss the use of deferred corrections for ordinary IVPs.
Other table operators are approximated such as (a*g).+ 1/2g(t.+) + 1/2g(t.).
Much is said about deferred correction for BVPs for ODEs in the book of Fox [12] . On [2] give an order of convergence proof for the Poisson equation with zero boundary conditions on the unit square. They also show that iteration to infinity may converge to the wrong solution.
The book edited by Fox [13] describes the application of deferred correction to a variety of problems including ODEs, Fredholm equations of the second and third kinds, Volterra equations, and parabolic and elliptic PDEs in two dimensions. In a chapter by D.F. Mayers an earlier example of Fox and Goodwin [14] for y'=f(y), y(a) a is presented, and it is suggested that the deferred correction process be repeated until convergence. A special case of that example would be
and if (t i) (7 i-a) is iterated to convergence, the result 7 would satisfy (/)-@(t ) 0. However, -is an unstable operator! Nevertheless, numerical experiments show that the deferred correction procedure converges to a stable solution of the difference equation. This phenomenon appears to be related to work by Cash [4] on Gauss-Seidel iteration schemes for generating nondominant solutions of third order recurrence relations.
2.2. Difference estimates of the local error. Hausman and Schwarzchild [21] propose a deferred correction scheme based not on the idea of truncating a high order difference approximation but rather on the idea of constructing for the local truncation error a difference estimate unrelated to the original method. They solve a linear ordinary IVP by the second order Taylor method and use ;. =-h--U+ as the local error estimate where/ is the averaging operator.
In a similar vein D. F. Mayers in Fox [13, p. 28] gives the following lucid description of deferred correction"
An alternative method, of deferred correction, uses approximate formulae to find a first approximation to the required solution in the complete range of integration. The local truncation errors are assessed from this approximation and included in a correcting run, which again is repeated as often as necessary.
This was the way that deferred correction was viewed by Pereyra, whose theoretical and practical contributions did much to revive interest in the idea. Pereyra [29] was the first to put the deferred correction procedure into a general and mathematically rigorous setting. As indicated, his approach was quite different from that of Fox in that he took the method b as originally given and considered the construction of a finite sequence 0i, i-1 (1) [35] .
One of the examples given is that of solving -y(a) + c =0, h-a ('i+ rJ-1 ) ) .
A suggested estimator for F2(y) is given by
where the subscript j denotes evaluation at (xj, , h-a((i+l-(i-a)/2). This example suggests the potential complexity of Pereyra's approach including the need for analytic derivatives.
In a subsequent paper Pereyra [31] improves the asymptotic expansion result of Stetter and introduces hypotheses on 0i which are easier to verify than equation (2.1). However, the conditions stated in the theorems are too strong for the applications in Pereyra [29] . From remarks after the theorems one can infer weaker conditions which are satisfied by the applications in Pereyra [29] An interesting result is given by Daniel, Pereyra, and Schumaker [9] : if the basic discretization operator b is of order p, then each iteration can increase the order by p as long as the estimators i have the appropriate orders of accuracy.
A deferred correction algorithm that automatically selected the (uniform) order and the (uniform) meshsize in order to control the global error was developed by Pereyra [33] for the two point boundary value problem for second order ODEs.
2.3. Generalized difference correction. Significant ideas on global error estimation for ordinary IVPs are presented by Stetter [37] . When it was written, this paper contained very recent thinking on the subject, and there are some details that need revision. Lindberg [26] points out that Pereyra's method of basing local error estimates on local error expansions has the disadvantage that in some cases "e.g., for problems where F(y) is nonlinear in some derivative of y, the expansions are very cumbersome to find and even more cumbersome to approximate (see Pereyra [32] [15] and by Frank and Ueberhuber [17] , and the connection with deferred correction is given by Frank, Hertling, and Ueberhuber [16] . 2.5. "Cheap" global error estimates. Stetter [38] observes that the method used to obtain from &()= 4'(*/) need not be the same as that used to compute [41] . See also Stetter [39] and Stetter [40] . 3 . Local error properties of numerical methods. This section develops much of the notation and terminology needed in 4, almost all of it related in some way to the local error.
The specific sort of problem F(y) 0 that we have in mind is a differential equation with initial and/or boundary conditions although most of the discussion also holds for integral equations. We regard F as a mapping of a normed linear space E "/q into a normed linear space E *"/q where the superscript is related in some unspecified way to the highest order derivative present in the definition of the norm. The separate meanings of the nonnegative integers rn and q will become clear later. [36] ) mapping the residual space E *"/q into the discrete residual space Eh*'; more specifically, the discrete operator b(Az) is supposed to approximate A*F(z) where z denotes an arbitrary element of the function space.
Thus, for example, the n th component of a Euler discretization seems to approximate -z'(t-l)+f(t-, z(tn-1)) and hence for the Euler method we might define (A*g) g(t,_). On the other hand (A'g), average of g on [t,_, t,] would be more appropriate if we were to regard the Euler method as a first order Adams-Bashforth method. Stetter makes it clear that although the character of the error analysis depends on the choice of A*, the local and global errors themselves do not. The mapping A* is supposed to depend on the method and grid only. This restriction limits the generality of theoretical results (e.g., Stetter [37, 3] and g. Such methods we call linear methods, as does B6hmer [3, p. 21 ]. Since A is independent of r, the second order Taylor method for which h t ('; g)n+l--t (')n+l "+" g(t.)+-(g'(t)+fz(t., ()g(t.))
is not linear according to our definition. The definition of a linear method in Frank and Ueberhuber [18] is stricter than ours because they consider the variation of over a much broader class of problems. [6] . Note. We mostly use the phrase "suciently close to y" rather than introduce new notation R to denote the radius of some ball {z' IIz-yl[+g} for which the assertion is valid. The latter style would be preferable if it were our primary purpose to lay down a formal theory as Stetter [36] does.
The property (E) just defined is a revision of the property (E) of Stetter [37] .
The latter is stronger and does not seem to be satisfied by any conventional method of order greater than one.
The following example suggests to us that all conventional numerical methods for smooth enough problems possess the revised property (E)" The remainder of this section deals with the normalization of methods and its importance both computationally and theoretically. These last paragraphs can be omitted without loss of continuity.
An example of the importance of normalization is the implicit midpoint method for the ordinary IVP, also known as the box scheme for the ordinary BVP. If it is regarded as a one-stage implicit Runge-Kutta method, then it is common to use the If the method is regarded as a one-leg, one-step method, it is usual to write tB(, :-" ('n 'n-a) h +f(tn-a/2, n + 1/2'n-1).
Obviously the same solution r/satisfies both A()=0 and &n()=0. However, for deferred correction we solve the more general problem ()= y, which has two different solutions A and n depending on the normalization, although the computational effort is the same in both cases. Also, for deferred correction we often evaluate (), which has two different values A() and &n() except that the computation of n() is much less expensive. Finally, the one-leg normalization is linear, since n(; g) -.n() g(t,-l/2) but the Runge-Kutta normalization is not, since
where f and f are evaluated at (t-1/2, -1 + (h/2)k). It seems likely to us that this kind of trick can be extended up to O(hO), not that it would be of any practical benefit.
4. An error analysis tor a typical iteration oI deterred correction. In this section we strengthen and unify the results due to Lindberg [26] . Our approach is to place the theory entirely in finite dimensional normed linear spaces with the advantage that asymptotic expansions are avoided and differentiability assumptions are relaxed.
We begin with an explanation of a typical iteration of deferred correction in its fullest generality. We do not study the entire sequence of iterations because in many situations the error analysis is not the same for each iteration and the only general way to cover all such possibilities is to put the iteration index on practically every quantity. In a future paper we plan to give an error analysis for a sequence of iterations for the algorithm considered by Christiansen and Russell [5] .
Let there be given for every h e H a numerical approximation to y of accuracy order r where F(y) 0. Nothing is assumed about how has been computed; it could be the result of deferred correction applied to a less accurate solution. We seek to construct from r/ a more accurate solution of order r +p in the E h norm. The accuracy of and its first m divided differences may depend not only on the accuracy of r/ and its first m divided differences but also on the accuracy of still higher order divided differences of r/; that is, II,-Xyll depends on I1,-AyII+ for some q-> 0. It must be conceded that the theorem is not especially powerful. Particular applications will require a lot of work in establishing the hypotheses. Nevertheless the theorem does serve to partition the overall proof into lemmas that are reasonably straightforward to prove.
The special case q 0 of this type of argument was used by Lees [29] Here we have q 1. If the contractivity were established via property (E), then we would have q 2 instead. Also, we note that if rt is the Euler solution, the estimator of this example becomes practically the same as that of the previous example. [16] by Pereyra [47] and the recent report by Lindberg [46] .
